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FurnitureWorth Raving About.
MARTINSFURNITURE.US

THIS IS TRUE ART.

It’s interesting to talk with friends, coworkers and family to see what

everyone has been doing to fill their days during our time of social

distancing. I am proud to say I’ve nailed a few challenging recipes,

including homemade dog treats for our dog Charlie. Also, our yard

has never looked better! We try to go on walks every day; sometimes

twice a day. Those walks have helped us get to know our neighbors

better in these past few months than we have in the eight years

we’ve lived in this neighborhood. I have family in Alabama, but we’ve

never attempted to video chat with them until quarantine began.

And just last week, we had a socially distant butterfly-themed second

birthday party for our daughter Emma, in our backyard. It’s strange

how, while we’ve needed to stay apart, we’ve all grown closer in some

ways. Neighbors, friends, family, coworkers, strangers — we all have

something in common now.

Since it seems we all may be filling our time with similar hobbies,

we hope to introduce you to some fresh ideas to add to your days.

Learn how to use unique local produce in your recipes, build personal

outdoor spaces for the summer, or just take a little time for self-care.

Thank you for joining us for our fourth issue.

Lindsey McCallum
Editor-in-Chief

LMcCallum@lnpnews.com

BALANCE MAGAZINE
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A vegan diet is absolutely safe
for children, says Fenimore, but
notes that parents should consider
specific things.
“The first one being protein
sources,” she says. “In our diet, the
bulk of protein comes frommeat,
eggs and dairy and since those
things are off the table with the
vegan diet, you have to come up
with other sources including tofu,
beans, nuts and things like that.”
Protein isn’t the only concern
when going vegan.
“Vitamin B12 is another
thing that we get from animal

sources and can be tricky to find
for vegans and vegetarians,” says
Fenimore. “Some use nutritional
yeast or fortified grains. I have
heard there are certain kinds
ofmushrooms that have B12 in
them, but in general I usually
recommend that parents put their
children on a B12 supplement just
to be certain.”
Not getting enough protein
or B-12 can led to fatigue,
weakness, and lightheadedness
and - in instances of prolonged
deficiencies - occasionallymore
serious symptoms.

VitaminDand calciumare the
twomainnutrients thatwe get
fromdairy products.
“Most of the so-called dairy
substitute-typemilks like soy
or almond or things like that are
supplementedwithVitaminD,” says
Fenimore. “And there are lots of other
foods that are rich in vitaminD that are
not dairy, they justmight not be foods that
wenecessarily think of all the time.One of
them is fish.Dark leafy greens, like spinach
and kale, have vitaminD.Tofu has vitamin
D in it. Some grains have vitaminD. Some
orange juices are supplementedwith vitamin
D. So, there’s lots ofway to get it in your diet
if you’re dairy free.”

Fenimore says balance is the key to any diet,
for adults or kids.
“I think themain thingweneed to do is
focus on teaching our kids about balance
and aboutmaking sure that your body is
getting everything it needs from food,a” says
Fenimore. “I think themovement to teach
kids to eatwhole foods and knowwhere
their food came fromandknowwhat’s in
their food, is one that hasmerit and isworth
starting from the very beginning.”
Adopting a healthy diet that includes awide
variety of food is important, says Fenimore,

who occasionally
writes a column for LNP
about healthcarewith a focus on
children. And, she adds, it’s a habit that is
most successfulwhen started at a young age.
However, even thoughFenimore feels that
a balanced diet is best, she understands that
somepeople need to adopt an elimination
diet. She offers some recommendations to
makeup for anymuch-needed vitamins and
nutrients thatmay be lostwhen going vegan,
gluten-free or dairy-free.

There are many reasons to adopt a
change in your diet. For many people,

implementing a gluten-free, dairy-free or
vegan diet isn’t a matter of simply getting
in on the latest health and lifestyle trend
- it’s a necessary way to avoid foods that
trigger allergies. These elimination diets
are necessary for many people, but if not

managed properly they can lead to different
dietary problems.
It’s important if you are going gluten-free,
dairy-free or vegan to be sure you’remaking
up for any lost vitamins and nutrients
by eating a variety of foods or by taking a
supplement.
“I’ve seen plenty of people that are

very unhealthy vegetarians,” says Dr. Pia
Fenimore, a pediatricianwith Lancaster
Pediatric Associates. “They come in and
they’re living on a diet of potatoes and
pasta. So I don’t think that choosing one of
those elimination-type diets is the key to
producing healthy kids unless there’s some
sort ofmedical reason that they need it.”

The gluten-free diet is very
healthy in general, Fenimore says.
“When I first started practicing
medicine, gluten free pasta was
truly the grossest thing I ever had
inmy life,” she says. “And they
have tweaked that really nicely
too, so that now actually there’s a
couple brands of gluten-free pasta
that I prefer. Because there are so
many substitutes, we don’t worry
aboutmissing out on nutrients in a
gluten-free person.”
One thing that’s important to
make sure you’re getting is folate,
Fenimore says.

“If you’re
gluten-free, you
need your folate
supplement. And
with kids, a growing
nervous systemneeds
folate, so wemake
sure they’re getting
that elsewhere,” says
Fenimore. “But there are
lots of other sources of folate,
so I don’t worray toomuch
about that.”
Asparagus, kale, leafy greens and
citrus fruits are all rich in folate.

ILLUSTRATION
BY BAILEY WATRO

BY MIKE ANDRELCZYK
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Dr. Pia Fenimore recommends getting a
balanced diet that includes a wide variety
of foods. This is especially important if
you’re following a gluten-free, dairy-free or
vegan diet.

This variant on Indian palak paneer from
LNP | LancasterOnline food writer Kim
O’Donnel uses tofu instead of cheese,
and therefore can fit into a variety of
elimination-style diets.

Inspired by a recipe for Indian Spinach with Fried Paneer from “Sourdough on the Rise”
by Cynthia Lair. Makes about 5 servings.

Directions:
Place the spinach in a microwaveable bowl and steam until tender and wilted, about
2 minutes. Cool under running cold water. With your hands, squeeze as much water
out of the greens as possible; you’ll end up with a green ball about the size of a
baseball. Chop coarsely.

Heat a 10- to 12-inch skillet or wok over medium heat. Add the onion and cook until
very soft and aromatic (but not burned), 10 to 12 minutes.

Stir in the chile pepper, garlic and ginger, cooking for about 1 minute. Add the spices
and the salt, stirring until the onion mixture is coated. Stir in the chopped tomatoes,
allowing their juices to release, about 1 minute. Stir in the chopped spinach, turning
until coated, and taste for salt, adding more as needed.

Remove from the heat and stir in the milk and the roasted tofu. Return to the heat
for about 30 seconds and serve hot.

Ingredients: Indian-spiced palak
3 tablespoons neutral oil

1 medium onion, finely chopped (about 1
½ cups)

2 bunches fresh spinach or chard, washed
and stemmed (about 8 cups) or two
10-ounce packages of frozen chopped
spinach, thawed

1 medium jalapeno chile pepper,
finely chopped

4 cloves garlic, very finely chopped

1 tablespoon minced or grated ginger
(from a 1x1-inch peeled piece)

1 teaspoon garam masala or Madras
curry powder

½ teaspoon ground turmeric

½ teaspoon ground cumin

1 teaspoon salt, plus more as needed

2 plum tomatoes or 10 cherry tomatoes,
finely chopped

2 to 3 tablespoons whole milk, heavy cream
or coconut milk

Directions:
To press and drain the tofu, remove from the package, discard the water and place
on a dinner plate. Set a small plate on top, then weigh down with a heavy object
(like a can of tomatoes or jar of jam) to press and release the water. Let sit for 15 to
20 minutes. Pour off the water.

Preheat the oven to 450°F and line a sheet pan with parchment paper.

Slice the block of tofu in half horizontally. Cut each half into sixteen to twenty 1-inch
cubes. Transfer the cubes to a bowl and add the oil, salt and spices. Gently mix until
the tofu is evenly coated.

Arrange the cubes in a single layer on the prepared pan. Roast for 15 minutes,
then with tongs, turn the cubes to brown on a second side. Roast for an additional
15 minutes. The tofu will be golden and even slightly puffy.

Transfer to a bowl and set aside for serving.

Ingredients: Curry-roasted tofu
1 14-ounce package extra firm or firm tofu
packed in water, preferably organic or
non-GMO

2 tablespoons neutral oil

1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon garam masala or Madras
curry powder

¼ teaspoon ground turmeric

Note: To save time, you can roast the tofu
a day in advance.

Serve with rice pilaf or
your favorite naan or
pita, or straight out of
the skillet.
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You don’t need to be a medical professional to know
about some of the body’s most important systems: the

circulatory system, the skeletal system, the reproductive
system, the nervous system, the digestive system, just to name
a few.

But there’s one system that is only recently getting the
attention it deserves, even in the medical community: the
endocannabinoid system or ECS. The ECS helps regulate
many bodily functions, from sleep and memory to mood and
appetite - not only in humans, but in all mammals.

When the ECS is out of balance, so are we. Fortunately,
cannabinoids, like hemp-based CBD oils, are one way to bring
that system back into balance.

Our bodies contain cannabinoid receptors that sit on the
surface of cells and “listen” to conditions outside the cell. “It’s
like traffic control,” says Heather Kreider, a registered nurse
and co-owner of Hempfield Botanicals with her husband,
Nathan. “They basically listen and perk up their ears and help
kick-start that cellular response.”

Different cannabinoids interact with those receptors to create
a unique response in the body.

OneareawhereCBDhasbeenshowntobeparticularlyhelpful
is mental health. Anxiety was already the most common form
ofmental illness among Americans before COVID-19, and it’s
safe to say that living through a pandemic for months likely
hasn’t improved that statistic.

“Now, even more, people are struggling with sleep and they’re
also struggling with anxiety,” Kreider says.

Here’s how plant-based CBD oil can help:

“When people have an anxiety attack, they’re heart rate goes
up and they start hyperventilating and they’re going through
all these different responses in their body,” Kreider says.
“What CBD does is bring everything back to homeostasis.”

CBD brings the heart rate down and regulates blood pressure.
But unlike opioids, it never takes you below your normal
functioning state. In fact, CBD has no effect on cells that are
already functioning normally.

Studies show CBD has been effective in reducing anxiety
behaviors related to PTSD, generalized anxiety disorder,
Parkinson’s disease, obsessive compulsive disorder and social
anxiety disorder. A 2019 study of 37 Japanese teenagers
diagnosed with social anxiety disorder found that CBD
reduced anxiety symptoms at a level comparable to that of a
drug commonly prescribed to treat the disorder.

For pets, CBD is beneficial for treating separation anxiety and
travel anxiety, as well as joint pain.

Hempfield Botanicals offers CBD oils specifically formulated
torelieveanxiety inhumansandpets. Inadditiontohemp-seed
oil and CBD, they include specially compounded terpenes, or

aromatic oils, found naturally in the cannabis plant. Many
terpenes elicit a specific response in the body, from energy to
a calming effect.

“What makes our oral oils a little bit different is they were
created by two compounding pharmacists, and one of them
is a chemical engineer,” Kreider says. “They both specialize
in the cannabis industry, so they know the ins and outs of the
cannabis plant.”

The oral oils are meant to be taken under the tongue or
between the gum and cheek, where the CBD can be absorbed
directly into the circulatory system. The oil typically takes
effect within 20minutes and lasts for up to six hours. For dogs,
the oil is added to food.

Before trying any CBD oils, consult a physician, especially if
you are taking prescription medication. Currently, there are
virtually no regulations in place forCBDmanufacturers, since
it has not been approved for general medicinal use.

“Weareexcited for regulations tobeput inplacebecausemany
consumers are being taken advantage of by unscrupulous
marketing tactics,” Kreider says.

Toensure thequality of its products,HempfieldBotanicals has
put a number of its own assurances in place: They are audited
by the FDA for good manufacturing practices, certified by the
PennsylvaniaDepartment ofHealth, and certified cruelty-free
and 100% vegan.

While many other countries have a history of medical-
based research showing the positive effects of cannabinoids
on anxiety, addiction, appetite, sleep and pain, many U.S
physicians are just now seeing the benefits of such plant-based
alternatives.

“We have definitely seen an uptick in interest in CBD from the
medical profession,” Kreider says. “We’re going to be learning
a lotmore about it and how it affects the body.We’re just at the
tip of the iceberg with plant-basedmedicines.”

ANX I E TY

336 N CHARLOTTE ST, SUITE 100
717-874-8480

HEMPFIELDBOTANICALS.COM

How CDB can offer
relief for you and

your pet
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If you have high blood pressure, also known as hypertension,
you’ve got plenty of company. The AmericanHeart Association
estimates that nearly half of all American adults— over 100million
people— suffer from the condition. But since it often doesn’t cause
symptoms,many people don’t know they have it.
Andwhen it comes to hypertension, what you don’t know can
definitely hurt you. That’s why regular checkups are so important.
“Your blood vessels need a certain amount of pressure tomove
your blood and oxygen to all organs of your body,” explainsWillis
Godin, D.O., noninvasive cardiologist, Cardiac Consultants,
UPMCHeart andVascular Institute, Lancaster.
Blood pressure is ameasure of the force of your blood as it
pushes through your blood vessels. The top, or systolic, number
measures the pressure as your heart is contracting or squeezing.

The bottom, or diastolic,
numbermeasures

the pressure
when your
heart is
relaxing.

HYPERTENSION
“High blood pressure is dangerous because it causes increased
stress and strain on the blood vessel walls and also to the organs
that they supply,” Dr. Godin says. If left untreated, high blood
pressure can cause heart failure, kidney disease or kidney failure,
stroke, heart attack and vision problems, just to name a few.
Youmay develop high blood pressure due to factors beyond
your control, such as race, increased age or a family history of
high blood pressure. However, other common risk factors are
lifestyle habits that you canwork to change, like obesity, tobacco
use, increased salt or sodium intake, excessive alcohol use and
physical inactivity, Dr. Godin says.
During these uncertain times, there is evenmore reason to keep
tabs on your blood pressure, Dr. Godin says.
“The recent events of COVID-19 are taking a toll onmental
health and causing increased anxiety,” he says, noting that
anxiety has been associatedwith high blood pressure.
Keeping your blood pressure under control is so important to
your overall health that theAmericanCollege of Cardiology
and theAmericanHeartAssociation lowered their definition
of normal blood pressure in 2017 to allowphysicians to treat
high blood pressuremore aggressively, Dr. Godin says.
Sowhat is considered high blood pressure? TheACC andAHA
now classify blood pressure in four categories:

The onlyway to know if you have hypertension is to have your
blood pressure regularly checked. The good news is the condition
is not only treatable, but often preventable.
“The first line treatment of preventing or treating high blood
pressure is to improve anymodifiable risk factors,” Dr. Godin
says. “If you use tobacco products, stop. Engage in a healthy diet
and exercise program. Try to obtain a healthyweight. Lower your
daily salt intake.”
If changing lifestyle habits doesn’t sufficiently lower blood
pressure, there are a variety of prescriptionmedications
available to treat hypertension, Dr. Godin says. Nomatter the
cause, catching high blood pressure early and keeping it in check
can reduce your risk of long-term complications, he says.

SPONSORED BY UPMC

— ADVERTISING FEATURE —

NORMAL BLOOD PRESSURE
systolic <120 mmHg / diastolic <80 mmHg

ELEVATED BLOOD PRESSURE
systolic 120-129 mmHg / diastolic <80 mmHg

STAGE 1 HYPERTENSION
systolic 130-139 mmHg or diastolic 80-89 mmHg

STAGE 2 HYPERTENSION
systolic at least 140 mmHg or diastolic at least 90 mmHg

and you
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We’re Here for You
If you have flu-like symptoms, including fever, cough, and shortness of breath, you may

call your doctor or use a UPMC Video Visit — a virtual care visit that uses telemedicine

from home. Visits are available at UPMCPinnacle.com/VideoVisits.

If you are experiencing severe symptoms such as trouble breathing, you should visit an

emergency department in your community for immediate care. If you can, call ahead so

they may prepare for your arrival and prevent the spread of any illness. But do not delay

if you have severe breathing problems.

For the latest information and resources on how we’re managing COVID-19, please visit

UPMCPinnacle.com/COVID19.

If you believe you have been exposed to the coronavirus and have no symptoms, you may
contact your doctor for advice. Practice routine precautions such as social distancing.
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Heating I Air Conditioning I Plumbing

Water Conditioning I Indoor Air Quality I Drain Opening

When it comes to taking care of your home, you can Trust Ranck.
We have been keeping our Lancaster County customers happy
and satisfied for over 60 years.

Our experienced team of
technicians are knowledgeable,
honest, neat and efficient and
they take of your house just
like they would take care of
their own. In fact, many of our
customers request the same

technician year after year. Now that’s TRUST.

So, whether it’s for a plumbing or hvac installation or emergency,
humidification, clean water solutions or seasonal preventive
maintenance, give Ranck a call.

RANCK. We measure our success one customer at a time.
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ThreeLancasterCounty residents
share their experienceswith
outdoorDIYprojects
BY KEVIN STAIRIKER | PHOTOS BY VINNY TENNIS

BUILDING A

Among a million other unfortunate taglines that 2020 could carry, the oncoming onslaught of
June heat is only a reminder that this could very well be called “The Year of No Vacations.”
However, the ongoing scourge of COVID-19 doesn’t prevent you from using the space

you have to try to isolate that summer feeling until the fall comes. With some drive, the
appropriate tools, and a half-decent internet connection, the possibilities are more or
less limitless. Here are just three ideas that can help transform your outdoor space
from “This is Where I Mostly Just Sit in a Chair and Sadly Stare At the Sky” to “You
Know What, I Don’t Even Remember Where My Vacation Was Supposed To Be
Because This Is Way Better.” And no, none of these success stories feature
people with a background in construction or landscaping.

In early March, Laura Erksine, a 31-year old teacher who lives in
Elizabethtown, found herself waiting around to learn when she
might be able to return to a classroom again. As days turned
to weeks and hope for re-opening faded, Erksine decided
to use her time at home wisely by figuring out how to
create a fire pit in her backyard. And not just a raised
fire pit - a sunken fire pit, which is a little trickier.

DESTINATION
“I sketched out what I thought it might look like to my

husband, Kevin, because he’s a visual learner,” Erksine
explains. Before long, she was out in the yard measuring,

driving a stake into the ground and walking in a circle the
diameter that she was looking for. Erksine dug about halfway

down before she hit gravel and her husband stepped in to finish
digging the rest. A former student of Erskine’s was volunteered by his

mom to help his teacher, so he dutifully stepped in to assist in moving stone
and tamping down sand. Within three weeks, Erksine had her sunken fire pit.

“You just do it,” says Erksine. “If you don’t have the right tools, you figure out what
tool you need to get and you just start. But once you start, it’s free sailing from there.”

Continued

Pinterest,
accompaniedby a healthy
imagination, canhelp

maximize any space to its
full potential.

Dave and Jodi Conklin’s East Lampeter home features a pool and patio
combination that they use as a peaceful summer hangout space.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE CONKLIN FAMILY

Kevin and Laura Erskine of Elizabethtown enjoy their
backyard fire pit with their children, Emma and Lucas.
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A similar sentiment is expressed by graphic designer Erin Gerlach. Gerlach, 35,
has spent the last several years adding outdoor additions to her property.

“Obviously it helps to add aesthetics and value [to my house], but really, I just love
having projects, I feel like there’s at least 10 going on at once here. It keeps me busy
and keeps me entertained.” First was an archway flanked by two enclosed garden
beds with vegetables.

“We do a little variety of everything; we do all the usual peppers, lettuce,
broccoli, cucumbers, peas and beans,” says Gerlach. “And the arbor in front has
grape vines on it.”

Across the yard is a small playhouse, constructed for Gerlach’s two children.
After the requisite amount of Pinterest searching and the acquisition of a free
playhouse from Craigslist to serve as a base, the Gerlachs created an impressively
chic wooden playhouse, complete with rope swing and the later addition of a
slide and sandbox underneath. Though she didn’t exactly get an Architectural
Digest review from her sons, they approve of the addition.

“I was under strict instruction to not make it too girly,” says Gerlach with a
laugh. “Their favorite time to be out there is when it’s raining, because they
think it’s so cool that it’s completely covered and they can be out in the rain
playing and not get wet, I think it’s one of their favorite times to be outside.”

Gerlach concedes that, as her children grow, a future project might end up
being to raise the playhouse further off of the ground.

“It helped us to be able to start with something, whether it’s an old playset or an
existing raised bed area that just needed permanent fencing,” says Gerlach. “The
more information you can find on Pinterest or YouTube, the better.”

Continued

The home of Justin and Erin Gerlach has several outdoor features the
family loves. A playhouse (above) is a perfect summer hangout spot for
the couple’s sons, Brody and Chase, while a grape arbor and plant trellises
provide gardening opportunities for Erin (right).
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Awnings and canopies
handcrafted with pride
in Lancaster County

717-656-7387

KREIDERSCANVAS.COM

Turn
stay-at-home
intoyour
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Pinterest, accompanied by a healthy imagination, can help
maximize any space to its full potential. Just ask Jodi Conklin,
a 49-year-old business owner in Lampeter Township.When
Conklin and her husband, Dave, bought the four-acre property
last September, theywent right towork creating an all-
weather patio.

“It’s so peaceful here, it really is,” Conklin says. “We have a
view of the Conestoga River from our back deck, and you’d never
know that we’re literallyminutes from downtownLancaster.”

The Conklins are putting a hold on a pool project for the
summer so that they can enjoy the fruits of their labor, which
will help take the place of a canceled road trip to Chicago.

“We’re outsidewhen it’s not raining, andwhen it is
raining, we’re under the finished deck,” Conklin
says. “We’d rather be out here than
anywhere. It’s really
a dream come true.”

“We’d rather be outhere
thananywhere.

It’s a dreamcome true.”
-JODI CONKLIN

Dave and Jodi Conklin’s East Lampeter Township home features covered and uncovered
spaces, suitable for enjoying the outdoors all summer, no matter the weather.
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY THE CONKLIN FAMILY
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717.295.0324
217 W. Walnut St, 2nd Floor

Lancaster, PA
info@hhinteriorsinc.com

HENRIETTAHEISLERINTERIORS.COM

TRANSFORMING
SPACES
IMPROVING
LIVES



DOG VASES
THE SHOPPE AT AK INTERIORS
STARTING AT $30

TALL TUMBLER
$34.50

WATER BOTTLE
$34.50

WINE TUMBLER
$29.50

VILLE + RUE

THE SHOPPE AT AK INTERIORS

WATER BOTTLE 

WINE TUMBLER

PEANUT BUTTER CUP
MILKSHAKE
ALCOHOLIC OR NON-ALCOHOLIC

STARTING AT $8

ELECTRIC
LEMONADE

STARTING AT $7

SLING SHOT
STARTING AT $8

MAX’S EATERY
SUMMER

COCKTAILS
& SHAKES
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APPLE CIDER
PRESERVATIVE & ADDITIVE FREE, NO ADDED
SUGAR, & KOSHER CERTIFIED. PURE,
NUTRITIOUS, & DELICIOUS

KAUFFMAN’S FRUIT
FARM & MARKET
$5.00/GALLON

(AT OUR RETAIL STORE IN BIH)

ASSORTED KEY DESIGNS
WIZARD LOCK & SAFE

STARTING AT $4

COLOR CORRECTING
TINTED MOISTURIZER

ENJOY SHEER COVERAGE AND COLOR
CORRECTING BENEFITS WITH THIS SUN

PROTECTANT TINTED MOISTURIZER.

PARAMOUNT POUT
BY CARTER LYNN

$45

PROTECTANT TINTED MOISTURIZER.

PARAMOUNT POUT 
BY CARTER LYNN

CORRECTING BENEFITS WITH THIS SUN 
PROTECTANT TINTED MOISTURIZER.PROTECTANT TINTED MOISTURIZER.

SKEETER HAWK
MOSQUITO CARABINER
WIZARD LOCK & SAFE
$9.99

SKEETER HAWK
MOSQUITO WRISTBAND
WIZARD LOCK & SAFE
$9.99

HOME GROWN PEACHES
OVER 40 SWEET & JUICY VARIETIES
GROWN RIGHT HERE IN BIRD-IN-HAND,
LANCASTER COUNTY

KAUFFMAN’S FRUIT
FARM & MARKET
PRICES VARY

SELF-TANNING BRONZING
COCONUT MILK

GET A GORGEOUS GOLDEN GLOW WITH A
STREAK-FREE APPLICATION WITH THIS

MOISTURIZING, ANTI-AGING SELF-TANNER

PARAMOUNT POUT
BY CARTER LYNN | $50

$9.99
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If you’re likemanyhomeowners, you
probablyhave a cleaning routine.
Itmay involve dusting, vacuuming,

and scouring thekitchenandbath every
weekor steamcleaning carpets andpow-
erwashing the siding every spring or fall.

But do youhave a cleaning routinewhen
it comes to your roof? If you answered
no, you’renot alone.Manyhomeowners
don’t, and that canbe a costlymistake.
Your roof is yourhome’s first line of
defense, and it takes a beating over the
course of a year – fromrain, snowand
temperature changes to debris from
trees, birds andother animals.

Paying attention to your roof is
importantwhether it’s 2 years old or 20
years old.Here’swhy regular roof
cleaning should bepart of your routine
homemaintenance schedule:

It keeps stuff from growing
on your roof
Avariety of conditions, frommoisture
tomuggyweather andeven shade can
encourage the growthof all kinds of
organismsonyour roof, likemildew,
moss, lichens, algae and fungus.All of
thesenaturally occurring growths can
damage your roof’s protective
covering, causing it toweaken, thin or
break apart at an accelerated rate.Moss,
for instance, can take root betweenand
underneath the shingles, causing them
to gradually break away. Lichens and
moss canalso eat awayat theprotective
granules on the surface of shingles.Many
of these organismsalso act like sponges,
keeping your roof dampandcausing even
more growthanddamage.

It saves you money
Cleaning your roof can savemoney in
moreways thanone.Replacing a roof is
oneof themost expensivehome repairs a
homeownerwillmake. So it’s not

surprising that preventingunnecessary
damage anddeterioration through
routine cleaningwill extend the life of
your roof and savemoney. But did you
know that regular roof cleaning canalso
save onyour cooling bill? Roofs covered
in lichens ormossdonot efficiently
reflect sunlight. And those black streaks
fromalgae, fungus andmold actually
absorbheat, raising attic temperatures
andmaking your air conditionerwork
harder.

It boosts curb appeal
Neglecting to cleanyour roof cannot
only causedamage andhigher
cooling costs over time, it can also lead to
unsightly stains, discoloration andother
marks that, if left untreated, canbecome
permanent. If you’re considering selling
yourhome, the roof is oneof thefirst
things potential buyerswill see and they
may consider it a reflectionof howwell
you care for yourhome.Buyersmayalso
assumeadiscolored roof is inneedof
repair,meaning theywill eithermove

on to thenext homeor request a roof
replacement as part of their offer.

While some roofs resist this type of
damagebetter thanothers, any type of
roofwill eventually degradewhen it’s
continually exposed tomoisture and
contaminants.Whether your roof has
asphalt shingles, cedar shakes, tiles, slate
roof shingles,metal, EPDMorflat-style
rubber roofing, regular roof cleaningwill
help it lookbetter and last longer.
However, roof cleaning is not aDIY job.
It’s not only dangerous, but using the
wrong tools andproducts can actually
damage your roof andpossibly void its
warranty.

Anexperienced roof cleaning
professional understandshow to
gently clean all types of roof surfaces
to avoid structural damage.They
can remove contaminants likemold,
mildewandalgae andalso take
preventivemeasures to protect
your roof from further growthand
damage.

The roof cleaningprofessionals at
AtkinsDeckTreatmentServices can
keepyour roof looking and lasting
likenew.Formore information, visit
atkinsdeck.com/roof-cleaning or call
717-656-8928 for a free consultation.

Protecttheroofoveryourhead

717-656-8928
PA HIC#012697

10 Trinity Drive, Leola, PA 17540
Atkinsdeck.com

Clean Roof
Increases
Curb Appeal

Call today for a free consultation and
estimate for a cleaning to remove:

Mildew
Moss

Moisture Damage

- ADVERTISING FEATURE-
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Sartorially speaking, the first fewweeks of the
stay-at-home orderwere a never-ending lazy
Sunday.
Elastic waistbands, oversized T-shirts and
fuzzy socks ruled supreme, offering a rare
glimpse of comfort during a time as uncertain
as a global pandemic.

My usual workday beauty routine of blow dryingmy
hair and applying a face full ofmakeup felt out
of placewithmy new casual look. So, just like
mass gatherings and frivolous shopping trips,
they became a thing of the past. I didn’t see
the point of sticking tomy routinewhen no
onewould seeme. It seemed like awaste
of product and time.
Like somany Americans, I struggle with
anxiety and depression, both of whichwere
exacerbated by the demands of living and
working during a pandemic.

By Jenelle Janci | Illustration by Bailey Watro

BEHIND
CLOSED
DOORS

Investing time in your beauty routine
might be understandably far from

yourmind given ourworld’s current events.
But, no one will be equipped

to fight these historic fights without
being kind to themselves.

JENELLE JANCI

On a lark, I put on a littlemakeup
one day to see if it mightmake a
difference inmymood.
My shoulders received a gentle tug
upward, as if theywere attached to
marionette strings. I no longer
dreaded catching a glimpse of
myself in video calls, and found
myselfmore likely to offer up ideas
inmeetings. All it tookwas a little
mascara, under-eye concealer and
CC cream –my go-to product that
combines foundation,moisturizer
and SPF in one,meaningmy skin
would be protected from the sun on
dinnertimewalks, too.
As I found time, I employed other
tools inmy arsenal.With nail salons
closed, a swipe of polishmademe
feel pampered onmyday off. (The
wet polish also helpedmebreak free
from the never-ending scroll of a
smartphone.) A spritz of perfume
in themorningmademe feelmore
awake, boostingmymoodwhen I
caught awhiffwhile typing. Putting
on jewelry helpedme feelmore
put-together for staff video calls,
even if Iwas stillwearing yoga pants.

All of thismademe realize that
these products benefit the user,
not the beholder.While I thought
my beauty routinewas for other
people, in reality, it’s always been
formyself andmy self-esteem.
Therefore, a swipe ofmascara that
makesme happy could never be a
waste, whether 1 or 100 people see
the results.
Investing time in your beauty
routinemight be understandably
far from yourmind given our
world’s current events. But, no
onewill be equipped to fight these
historic fights without being kind to
themselves.We’re taxing our bodies
andmindsmore than ever to simply
exist, and in turn, we should be
kinder than ever to ourselves, too.
Some days forme, that looks like
glitter eyeshadow. Other days, it’s
a decade-old pair of sweatpants.
Both are valid ways of taking care
of yourself. Just listen and react
accordingly, because being the best
version of yourself takes a lot of
behind-the-sceneswork.
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Discover botanically
based Arbonne.

HEALTHY
SKIN FROM
INSIDE OUT.

SANDRASHAUB.ARBONNE.COM
717-419-0598
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Ifyou think amigraine is just a really bad headache, think again.On top of an often-debilitating, throbbing pain, migraine sufferers
can experience other symptoms like nausea, vomiting, sensitivity to
light and sound, andmore.

But perhaps the most important difference between a traditional
headache and a migraine is found in the brain, says Dr. Jarod John, a
neurologist with ArgiresMarotti Neurosurgical Associates
of Lancaster.

“There are a lot of changes occurring in the brain
associated with a migraine that a headache doesn’t
have,” Dr. John says.

Traditional headaches are often inflammatory in
nature with external causes, from a bump on the
head or a stiff neck to stress or hunger. While
those sorts of things can trigger a migraine, too,
the inflammation is just the start of the trouble.

“With some patients, their brain is wired that
once that inflammation starts other things
occur in thebrain itself,”Dr. John says. “There
are nerve endings that send signals back to
specific parts of the brain. Once the brain
receives that pain signal, these different
processes occur in the brain itself which

lead to amigraine.”

Those changes in the brain can
include irritation of nerves in
the brain, changes in the blood
flow in the brain, and changes
in levels of the brain’s
neurotransmitters, like
dopamine and serotonin.

TYPES OF MIGRAINES

Depending on those
changes in the brain, a
migraine sufferer may
experience additional
neurological symptoms.
For instance, patients
with changes in blood
flow might experience
difficulty speaking or
visual aura, such as spots
or a kaleidoscope, Dr.
John says.

Some migraines can
affect the trigeminal

nerve, which extends to the sinuses, teeth, ears and lining of the brain,
causing pain throughout the head. Cluster migraines can cause a
stabbing pain behind the eye, while hemiplegic migraines can mimic
a stroke by causing weakness on one side of the body.

“For most people there is a genetic tendency for migraines,” Dr. John
says, noting it usually comes from the mother. “Their brains are just
wired differently where they’remore hypersensitive to pain.”

TREATING MIGRAINES

Fortunately, migraine sufferers have options to treat and, in some
cases, preventmigraines, Dr. John says. Here are just a few:

Avoid triggers: Keep track of anything that brings on amigraine - then
try to eliminate it. A migraine trigger could be poor diet, or eating
foods with preservatives or foods containing MSG, such as barbecue
potato chips. It could be dehydration or stress. It could be lack of sleep
or even toomuch sleep.

Medication: There are numerous medications available for migraine
sufferers, some that prevent migraines and others that treat them
when they occur. For patients who average at least fourmigraines per
month, Dr. John often recommends preventivemedication. For those
who have less frequent migraines, pain-relief medications may make
more sense. However, there are always exceptions, he says, like the
patient who has only onemigraine permonth but it lasts an
entire week.

Biofeedback: Using breathing and other relaxation techniques may
reduce the frequency and severity ofmigraines.

Natural treatments: In some cases, supplements such as magnesium,
riboflavin and feverfew have been effective in preventing or reducing
the number ofmigraines.

External devices: CEFALY, a device worn on the forehead, sends
signals to desensitize the trigeminal nerve complex.

FIRST STEPS

For anyone experiencingmigraines, themost important step is talking
to a doctor sooner rather than later, Dr. John says. There’s more than
one downside to ignoringmigraines or suffering through them.

“Yourbraindevelops this almost vicious cyclewhere thepainbecomes
more andmore extreme… and you get themmore easily,” he says.

Plus, migraines cause changes in the brain that in the long term can
slightly increase the risk of stroke.

“If you’re having headaches that are affecting your ability to function
youwant to see someone about it,”Dr. John says. “It can bemanaged.”

The neurology team at Argires Marotti offers the latest in advanced
diagnostics as well as compassionate care and individualized
treatment for headaches andmigraine.

Finding RELIEF
LEARN HOW TO MANAGE MIGRAINES.
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COUNTRY
GIFT & THRIFT
SHOP

FOR A CAUSE

The proceeds from local MCC Shops are used both locally and
globally to support the work of the Mennonite Central Committee

New items arriving everyday, items pictured aren’t guaranteed to be available.

RE-UZIT
ON STATE
1054 S STATE ST, EPHRATA

5602 OLD PHILADELPHIA PIKE

thriftshopslancaster.com

MOUNT JOY
GIFT & THRIFT
413 W MAIN ST, MOUNT JOY

$4ORANGE TEE

$4
PINSTRIPE
PANTS

$4BELT

$8
DENIM
JACKET

$17.95

HAMMOCK
SWING

$18.95PICNIC BASKET
OUTDOOR LANTERN $27.95

$29.99
TIN PITCHER &
FAUX POPPIES

TIN BIRDHOUSE $10

$16LAMP

$201/$102FULL MATTRESS & NEW FOUNDATION
$200BED FRAME $250LANE DRESSER

$16CORAL QUILT$4WHITE BOWL $4PILLOWS

COUNTRY
GIFT & THRIFT 
SHOP
5602 OLD PHILADELPHIA PIKE

$7.95DENIM JACKET
$7.95SUMMER DRESS
$7.95WEDGE SANDALS

$4.50NECKLACE

$7.95PURSE

$1.50EARRINGS



In Lancaster County, recovery is a vital part of our healthy community. About 1 in every 8 people has a substance use disorder,
but this is a treatable medical condition with strong chances of recovery with the proper supports and resources. Lancaster
Joining Forces and many community partners are working together to prevent overdose deaths and promote recovery. Visit
lancasterjoiningforces.org for more information about our community initiatives to prevent overdose deaths.

To find treatment and recovery support services, visit Compass Mark at compassmark.org/find-help. Check out the Lancaster
County Recovery Alliance at lancastercountyrecovery.com for community events and recovery resources. Join us for Recovery
Day Lancaster/Recovery Rocks on September 19, 2020 to celebrate recovery in Lancaster County.

Made possible by: In partnershipwith:

Recovery has taught me there’s more
to life then merely existing. I’ve been
gifted a purpose in this life and a new
understanding of what that is in recovery.
Whether it’s advocating for recovery in
my community to alleviate the stigma or
helping the next person find their own
pathway to recover, helping others is an
important motivator for me to keep striving
and leading by example. Recovery is a
journey of finding self-love, opportunity
and blessings. It has become my second
chance at creating a meaningful life and I
don’t plan on taking that for granted.”

—Sophia

Recovery has taught me there’s more “

“

“

At the end of the road of self-destruction that I was on for so long,
after beating myself up so much and becoming weaker while the
power that substances had over me became stronger, I finally
had the capacity to take an honest look at myself and my life. I
was never able to look at myself and see that I had a problem.
I always placed the blame on everything and everyone else. I
continued to use until I could no longer deny the fact that using
and abusing substances was no longer working for me. I could no
longer deny how lost I felt, how disconnected from reality I was
and the condition my life was in. My recovery and healing process
didn’t start until I came to accept reality exactly for what it was
and not what I wanted it to be. And since then I’ve experienced
a life with true freedom. My life today is far beyond what I could
ever imagine due to my personal recovery from substance abuse.
Today I’m responsible, employable and reliable. I’m learning new
things about me daily. I never knew there was a joyful, hopeful,
life with freedom waiting for me after feeling dead for so long.
Recovery is a format that God gave to me that gives me purpose
when I feel useless and clarity when life seems unclear. “Recovery
is my compass to grow as a human being.”
—Martice

At the end of the road of self-destruction that I was on for so long, “

“Recovery for me is learning from my past of
trauma, mistakes & rebirth. To me rebirth is
to have a fresh start with all the tools God has
given to me. On this journey of recovery I have
learned to love myself, others and to accept
myself for who I am. In my addiction I wasn’t
able to see my own worth. Through my journey
I have found my passion into a new career by
rekindling my love of makeup. With recovery I
feel hopeful for my future on earth.

—William

“ Overcoming addiction has been one of the
hardest yet rewarding journeys of my life. It has
been one filled with many challenges, heartaches,
laughter, and joy. My recovery has given me a new
perspective allowing me to live a life beyond my
wildest dreams. Through this journey of recovery,
I was able to find a relationship with the Loving
God of the Bible. I wake every day with a joy that
I never knew until I allowed God to transform
my life. I have amazing support from both my
recovery and Christian family, and the love of an
encouraging and supportive immediate family.
As a born-again Christian in long-term recovery I
seek to be an example to others. Today I can look
beyond the self-centeredness and selfishness of
addiction and give back what God and recovery
has freely given me. I am grateful beyond words
for my recovery and the gift of a new life by the
Grace of a Loving God. Philippians 4:13”
—Ivan
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In Lancaster County, recovery is a vital part of our healthy community. About 1 in every 8 people has a substance use disorder,
but this is a treatable medical condition with strong chances of recovery with the proper supports and resources. Lancaster
Joining Forces and many community partners are working together to prevent overdose deaths and promote recovery. Visit
lancasterjoiningforces.org for more information about our community initiatives to prevent overdose deaths.

To find treatment and recovery support services, visit Compass Mark at compassmark.org/find-help. Check out the Lancaster
County Recovery Alliance at lancastercountyrecovery.com for community events and recovery resources. Join us for Recovery
Day Lancaster/Recovery Rocks on September 19, 2020 to celebrate recovery in Lancaster County.

Made possible by: In partnershipwith:
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journey of finding self-love, opportunity
and blessings. It has become my second
chance at creating a meaningful life and I
don’t plan on taking that for granted.”

—Sophia

Recovery has taught me there’s more “

“

“

At the end of the road of self-destruction that I was on for so long,
after beating myself up so much and becoming weaker while the
power that substances had over me became stronger, I finally
had the capacity to take an honest look at myself and my life. I
was never able to look at myself and see that I had a problem.
I always placed the blame on everything and everyone else. I
continued to use until I could no longer deny the fact that using
and abusing substances was no longer working for me. I could no
longer deny how lost I felt, how disconnected from reality I was
and the condition my life was in. My recovery and healing process
didn’t start until I came to accept reality exactly for what it was
and not what I wanted it to be. And since then I’ve experienced
a life with true freedom. My life today is far beyond what I could
ever imagine due to my personal recovery from substance abuse.
Today I’m responsible, employable and reliable. I’m learning new
things about me daily. I never knew there was a joyful, hopeful,
life with freedom waiting for me after feeling dead for so long.
Recovery is a format that God gave to me that gives me purpose
when I feel useless and clarity when life seems unclear. “Recovery
is my compass to grow as a human being.”
—Martice

At the end of the road of self-destruction that I was on for so long, “

“Recovery for me is learning from my past of
trauma, mistakes & rebirth. To me rebirth is
to have a fresh start with all the tools God has
given to me. On this journey of recovery I have
learned to love myself, others and to accept
myself for who I am. In my addiction I wasn’t
able to see my own worth. Through my journey
I have found my passion into a new career by
rekindling my love of makeup. With recovery I
feel hopeful for my future on earth.

—William

“ Overcoming addiction has been one of the
hardest yet rewarding journeys of my life. It has
been one filled with many challenges, heartaches,
laughter, and joy. My recovery has given me a new
perspective allowing me to live a life beyond my
wildest dreams. Through this journey of recovery,
I was able to find a relationship with the Loving
God of the Bible. I wake every day with a joy that
I never knew until I allowed God to transform
my life. I have amazing support from both my
recovery and Christian family, and the love of an
encouraging and supportive immediate family.
As a born-again Christian in long-term recovery I
seek to be an example to others. Today I can look
beyond the self-centeredness and selfishness of
addiction and give back what God and recovery
has freely given me. I am grateful beyond words
for my recovery and the gift of a new life by the
Grace of a Loving God. Philippians 4:13”
—Ivan
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While sheltering in place and limiting trips to stores and restaurants,
it seems people have been doing a lot more cooking for themselves in
the last fewmonths.
As you’ve honed your skills and flexed your new culinarymuscles, you
may have also gotten tired of experimenting with the same old produce
for weeks on end.
It’s time to shake things up, and get acquainted with some unusual
produce that will elevate your food prep with unexpected flavors
and textures.

You’ll also need advice on how to prepare these somewhatmysterious
vegetables, all of which grow around our area.
Youmight ask the local experts — as we did— such as Diana Stoltzfus

of Brook LawnFarmMarket south of Neffsville; Lancaster Central
Market standholdersMaryKilgore of BrogueHydroponics and
Conner Smith of Fox&Wolfe Farm; or regional food historianWilliam
WoysWeaver, who specializes in Pennsylvania Dutch culture.

BY MARY ELLEN WRIGHT

If youexpect turnips to
be fat, purple anda little
tough, there’s a sweet,
tender alternative in the
formof these clusters of
flavorful littlewhite globes.
“Those arewonderful raw,”Kilgore says, adding
they canbe choppedupas a salad ingredient.
“Iwould alsoput them ina soupor a stir-fry,where
youwould typically use apotato,” she says. “It’s just
awonderful texture. It’s not bitter at all ... it’s just
crisp and smooth.”
And if you sauté yourhakurei turnipswith some
butter, sugar andkosher salt, you can toss in the
green, leafy tops at the endof cooking.

It’s easy to see where these unusual-
lookingmushrooms got the nickname hen-
of-the-wood. Roosting at farm stands, these
fancy fungi are covered with wavy gill-like
caps that look like chicken feathers.
“I love roasting or sautéing it over high
heat, on the stovetop or roasting it (in the
oven) with some butter or olive oil,” Kilgore
says. “You can grill it, too.”
In texture, “it resemblesmeat, and it’s
just wonderful,” Kilgore says. “It’s a little
earthy, and has a strong flavor.” She sources
hermarket standmaitakes from Sosnowski
ExoticMushrooms inMaryland.

These little green peppers are hiding a surprise.
Most of them are prettymild, Stoltzfus says, but one

out of every 10 you bite into will be unexpectedly
hot — though “not unbearable.”

“It’s like Russian roulette,” Stoltzfus says.
“They’re long, skinny, wrinkly peppers,” she says. “I
like to do them on the stovetop, in a cast-iron skillet
— toss them in a little olive oil and kosher salt. You
literally just take it by the stem and pop the whole

thing into yourmouth and eat it.
“It’s something you can throw in a pan and

cook over a campfire.”

If you think eggplant has to be big, bulbous and fleshy tomake a great meatless entree or
side dish, you haven’t met the fairy tale variety.
A few of these petite, pale purple-and-white-striped eggplants will fit in your hand at once.
They’re sweeter andmore tender than their larger, more traditional cousins, and have
fewer seeds.
Kilgore recommends cutting these colorful little veggies in half and cooking them on the
grill, with the skin on. They can also be roasted with garlic, mint or feta cheese, and finished
with balsamic vinegar.

These tiny leaves and sprouted seeds and legumes, which are
quickly harvestedminiature versions of lettuce greens and other
plants, add strong flavor to salads and stir fries, says Smith.
He carries awide variety of shoots—pea and sunflower being
popular— andmicrogreen andmicro-herbmixes at his stand.
“They’re very flavorful and aromatic,” Smith says. “They’re
used in salads, they’re used as a garnish. They’remore nutrient-
dense than full-grown lettuce.
“People put them in smoothies, too, as an add-in, and throw
them in eggs,” he adds.
Rawpea and sunflower shootsmake a great snack right out of
the bag, aswell.

These summer squash look like little scallop-edged
flying saucers inwhite, yellow and green,

“They’re unique because you can eat thewhole thing,”
Stoltzfus says. “We like to harvest themwhen they’re tiny.

“There are a fewpeople out therewhowant a pattypan
squash that’s the size of a dinner plate, because that’s how
they grewup eating them.” she adds. They’re bakedwhen
they’re big, she says, but BrookLawnFarmharvests them

when they’re young and tender.
You can saute themwhole or you can cut them in half, if

youwant. They cook very quickly,” she says.

These little round, yellow, late-summer
fruits, which grow in individual husks,
have a long history in the region,Weaver
says. They’ve been used in Pennsylvania
Dutch cooking since the 18th century.
“There are a lot of different varieties,”
Weaver says, with subtle flavors that resemble
orange, lemon, pineapple or tomato.
They’ve long been used in jams and baked goods
by Pennsylvania Dutch cooks,Weaver says, and
are beingmade into pepper-flavored hot sauces for
chicken and other dishes.

This variety of sweet,mild-tasting crudité looks like
traditional round, radishes stretchedout into little
fingers. Sporting edible leafy greens at their tops,

these radishes are also good-lookingonaplate,with
fuchsia bodies andwhite tips.Kilgore says they’re

good in salads, or roastedwithbutter and salt.
They canbe cut inhalf lengthwise, in preparation

for20 to30minutes of baking in theoven,witholive
oil and lemon juice.
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EXPERIENCE
THE DIFFERENCE

PROTECT
YOUR
NEST
EGG

Paradise
717-929-2279

Intercourse
717-929-0829

Bird-in-Hand
717-768-8811

BIHBANK.COM

BRING IT TO US

• 1 batch short crust
• 3 1/2 cups (1 pound) ground cherries

• 3 tablespoons potato starch or flour

• 2/3 cup sugar • 1/2 teaspoon grated nutmeg

• 2 tablespoons malt vinegar

or apple cider vinegar

• Bits of butter

Directions:Heat oven to 350 degrees F.
Mix the ground cherries with the flour, then add the sugar, nutmeg and vinegar.

Line one 8-inch pie pan or 12 (3-inch) tartlet pans with dough.

Fill with the berry mixture and dot with butter.

Bake uncovered for 45 to 50 minutes for the pie pan or, for the tartlets, for 20 to

25 minutes.As tartlets leave the oven, grate nutmeg over them to bring out the flavor.

Bake uncovered for 45 to 50 minutes for the pie pan or, for the tartlets, for 20 to 

As tartlets leave the oven, grate nutmeg over them to bring out the fl avor.

As tartlets leave the oven, grate nutmeg over them to bring out the fl avor.

Ingredients:

• Olive oil, for cooking

• Garlic, op
tional

• 1 pound small pattypan squash

• 1 large sweet onion, c
andy or Vidalia

• 1 summer squash

• 1 to 2 cups raw sweet corn, cu
t off

the cob

• Your choice of seasonin
g peppers,

sweet frying peppers or sweet red

and yellow peppers

• 1 to 2 cups grape or cherry tomatoes

or chopped heirloom
tomato

• Fresh basil

• Seasoni
ngs to taste, su

ch as Penzey’s

Mural of Flavor mix, salt and freshly

ground pepper

Sauté onion and garlic, if using, in olive oil.

When the onion is tender, almost done, add pattypan squash, corn, summer squash

and peppers. Cook a few minutes, and then add tomatoes until heated through.

Season to taste.

Garnish with fresh basil. Serve as a side dish, or on top of rice for a simple meal.

(Keep in mind that the pattypans cook quickly, so add them toward

the end of cooking).

Variation 1: Sauté onion, pattypans and summer squash together. Add 1 can white

kidney beans. Mix together with rice seasoned with Penzey’s Chicken Base or

Chicken Bouillon. Serve with chicken, drizzled with honey.

Variation 2: Have fun and experiment with ingredients. Add any assortment

of veggies for a delicious, colorful meal. Mini eggplants can be chopped and added

into the mix, too. Throw in a hot pepper for an extra kick



TILES
BUILDING
CHARACTER
$8/EACH

LANCASTER
CITY

WEEK
JULY 2020

PENNANT
BUILDING
CHARACTER | $14

ALL OVER BODY WASH
MADCAP & CO | $21

HAND-KNIT
GOBLINCROW
DICE POUCH
FARBO | $12

STERLING, RUBY AND
MOSS AQUAMARINE
MANDALA PENDANT
JA SHARP | $248

KATE SPADE WRISTLETS
TWICE FOUND | $29 MSRP $88

PUZZLE
BUILDING CHARACTER | $12.95

HAND MADE DICE EARRINGS
BY PEGASUS BOOKS
FARBO | $14.99

SUCCULENT BOARD GAME
FARBO | $45

MEN’S
TOILETRY BAG
MADCAP & CO | $35

CAMPFIRE SOAP
MADCAP & CO | $9

LANCASTERCITY INDIERETAILWEEK JULY17–24
TheCityofLancaster ishome toawealthofmerchants
andretailers, carryingquality goods fromcooking
spices andoils, to tailoredclothingandantiques, to
craftedgoodsandfineart. LancasterCity IndieRetail
Weekcelebrates thevibrant independent retail
communitywithin theCityofLancaster andencourages
residents andvisitors to support localmerchants.
Visit lancindieretail.comfordetails!
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“This pandemic has taught me to
take one day at a time and appreciate
everything and everyone around me

including family, friends, and co-
workers. With the support of my family,

I was fortunate enough to help the
community during the time of crisis.”

Lina Patel
Patient Care Coordinator

“My everyday workday changed
immediately to having the patients wash
their hands, screening for COVID-19 and
taking their temperature in the treatment

room. The PPE that I wear at work
increased into a cap to cover my hair, a
N95 mask, face shield mask and safety

googles for universal precautions.”
Shaquana Roane, EFDA

“I chose to work during the pandemic
because I have a passion for helping

people. Especially in times like these,
our community needs positive people

to turn to for help.”
Jennifer Campanioni

“I know we will continue to provide
high quality treatment and be here for
our patients during the hard times and
the easy times. We are a team and we

are all in this together.
Cheri Medina, EFDA

“I chose to work because I love my job
and I felt the desire to help people and

not abandon the community when they
need us the most. ... I love working for
Smilebuilderz, we are more than just a

team…we are a family.”
Kim Phillips

Patient Care Coordinator

“Personally, to be a small part of a great
effort, along with the many talented

employees of Smilebuilderz, and to keep
providing dental care to patients while not

compromising on safety, allows me to get up
in the morning with a better sense of purpose

as a staff member.”
Trey Baker

Patient Care Coordinator

“The COVID-19 Pandemic came upon us swiftly,
but we were ready to meet the challenge and the

changes it brought with it. … It was very rewarding
to be able to be a part of what Smilebuilderz was

doing during this pandemic to still provide quality
care to patients who were in need.”

Mary Boots
Hygiene Care Coordinator

On The Front Lines
From personal protective equipment to negative pressure rooms to new training procedures, the team at
Smilebuilderz has reinvented the way we do dentistry in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Although many
things have changed, one thing remains the same: the Smilebuilderz mission to bring the best dental care to
our patients, as safely as possible. Here are our stories.

“As a staff member, it was very
rewarding to see Smilebuilderz
go above and beyond what the
mandatory precautions were.”

Charlene Davis

“The pandemic has forced us to think
outside of the box about how we can

provide quality training while staying
within the Return to Work Guidelines.

We have successfully completed our first
“hybrid” new hire orientation class. The
new training concept consists of virtual
learning and hands-on reinforcement.”

Amanda Charles
SME/Instructor

“The pandemic has forced us to think “The pandemic has forced us to think 
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“The pandemic has definitely
changed our day to day routine. It’s
a substantial effort keeping up with
agencies like the CDC, OSHA, FDA,
NIOSH, DOH and others to ensure
we are equipped to provide the best

care and protection to both our
patients and employees.”

Katie Janke, RDH, PHDHP
Instructor

“I know we will continue to provide “I know we will continue to provide 
high quality treatment and be here for high quality treatment and be here for 
our patients during the hard times and our patients during the hard times and 
the easy times.  We are a team and we the easy times.  We are a team and we 

are all in this together. are all in this together. 
edina, EFDACheri Medina, EFD

“This pandemic has taught me to “This pandemic has taught me to 
take one day at a time and appreciate take one day at a time and appreciate take one day at a time and appreciate 
everything and everyone around me everything and everyone around me 

including family, friends, and co-including family, friends, and co-
workers.  With the support of my family, workers.  With the support of my family, 

I was fortunate enough to help the I was fortunate enough to help the 
community during the time of crisis.”community during the time of crisis.”

Lina Patel
Patient Care Coordinator

“I never thought I would live through
a pandemic; however, knowing the

extra precautions Smilebuilderz has
taken, I, an essential employee of

healthcare, feel much more at ease
and am blessed and thankful to help

my community around me.
Zuheily Rivera

“I have to say I was very proud
to be a part of a company that
could offer so much help in a
time of need, to have so many

patients express their gratitude
for our service. To be honest I was
amazed how fast the company did

their part to keep the staff safe
and make sure we would still give

great patient care.”
Xiomara Burgos

“Health care is my calling, and
a pandemic just means that our

patients will need us now more than
ever to be there for them. I have a
passion for helping people and a

loyalty to give back to our patients
who I care so much about.”

Danielle Baldwin
Patient Care Coordinator

“Health care is my calling, and “Health care is my calling, and 
a pandemic just means that our a pandemic just means that our 

patients will need us now more than patients will need us now more than 
ever to be there for them. I have a ever to be there for them. I have a 
passion for helping people and a passion for helping people and a passion for helping people and a 

loyalty to give back to our patients loyalty to give back to our patients loyalty to give back to our patients 
who I care so much about.”who I care so much about.”who I care so much about.”

Danielle BaldwinDanielle BaldwinDanielle Baldwin
Patient Care CoordinatorPatient Care CoordinatorPatient Care Coordinator
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OnerandomFriday in themiddle of
March,my entire life changed.

Thanks to the rapid spread of the
COVID-19 pandemic, mywife and I had been
encouraged to start working fromhome.We
took an after-hours trip to our respective
offices and gatheredwhatwe thoughtwe
might need for an expected two or three
weeks of telecommuting.

I remember joking about howwe should
maybe prepare for six or eight weeks. Ah,
hownaivewewere. As I write this, we’re in
week 13 of working fromhome, andwe’re
expecting to continue this way until the fall.

The first couple of weekswere terrifying. I
remember takingmy temperaturemultiple
times a day; every seasonal sniffle or scratchy
throat a possible harbinger of deadly illness.
When losing ones’ sense of smell was listed
as an early COVID symptom, I remember
smelling things constantly just tomake sure
I still could.

We tried to leave the house as little as
possible.Whenwe absolutely had to go
out, we improvisedmasks from old fabric,
becausewe couldn’t buy real ones anywhere.
I took anxietymedication for the first time

in years.

LateMarchwas a rough time, as I tried
to keep upwith the pandemic data - which
went from a trickle to a stream to a firehose,
seemingly overnight - while learningwhat
new shape our life at homewould take.

Lancaster County had its first confirmed
case. Then its first death. Friends ofmine in
NewYork tested positive. The virus claimed
two lives at the retirement communitywhere
my parents live. (While I was sad to not be
able to seemy parents for holidays or other
visits, I was grateful that their community
was being careful and proactive, and those
two early deaths turned out to be the only
ones to date.)

Meanwhile, mywife and Iwereworking
frommakeshift laptop setups, me in the
kitchen and she upstairs. As the time passed,
I began to see bright spots in this new
life, which still felt like someweird, slow
apocalypse.

Havingmore time at homewas nice,
actually.We realizedwe often gotmore
actual work donewhenwewere away from
all the potential interruptions that comewith
a shared office space.While our commute
was short, having no commute at all was
preferable.

And of course, our dog (a PembrokeWelsh
corgi namedMerry Puppins) wasmore
content than she had ever been in her life,
cheerfully trotting up and down the steps to
spend timewith each of us alternately, and
never having to stay home alone.

As I looked around, I saw bright spots
outside our house, too. On sunny afternoons,
neighborhood parents would be in back yards
playing catchwith their kids, instead of at
work. Families would sit together on their
decks or patios, lingering over burgers cooked
on the grill instead of rushing off to evening
activities or errands.

One neighbor, whose burly build indicated
he likely spent a lot of time at the gym, set up a
fitness regimen in his back yard, improvising
exerciseswith a tractor tire, a sledgehammer
and some cinderblocks. Occasionally,
neighbor kidswould stop playing, watch for a
moment, and cheer him on.

Mywife and I got into the habit of taking
long eveningwalkswith the dog, wandering
the sidewalks of now-empty shopping
centers or the trails of half-deserted parks.
Wewere gettingmore exercise than at any
time in recentmemory!

Of course, these bright spots don’t outweigh
the horror of a pandemic. In a heartbeat, I’d
go back to life before that randomFriday
inMarch. Before therewas a daily death
toll - in theworld, theU.S., Pennsylvania,
and Lancaster County. Before I had toworry
about themost vulnerable people I know, and
whether theywould survive this. Before I had
toworry aboutwhether I would survive this.

But there’s something about the human
spirit - ormaybe it’s just some silly optimism
onmy part - that looks for bright spots in
dark places; those old proverbial silver
linings. In a time of unprecedentedworry and
fear, I was happy to find them.
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spend timewith each of us alternately, and
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long eveningwalkswith the dog, wandering
the sidewalks of now-empty shopping
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Wewere gettingmore exercise than at any
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Of course, these bright spots don’t outweigh
the horror of a pandemic. In a heartbeat, I’d
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As Everence financial consultants, Tim Jantz and Mackenzie
Snader have helped clients navigate their share of financial
challenges, both happy and sad:

A couple joyfully anticipating their first child and wondering
how to manage a $6,000 health insurance deductible. A
family dealing with the death of a young husband and father.
A husband and wife who planned for and eagerly anticipate
retirement suddenly faced with complex Medicare decisions.
A client who wants to make a meaningful contribution to
charity and still have enoughmoney to live comfortably.

A pandemic.

We often don’t think about financial challenges until they are
suddenly upon us. That’s why developing financial resilience is
so important.

“Financial resilience is the ability to be proactive and flexible
with changing financial circumstances,” Jantz says. “It’s the
ability to act when new things are thrown into the mix, to
withstand threats to financial success. The image I think of
is someone being able to find their way through challenges
versus being immobilized by them.”

Jantz likens financial resilience to a ship heading toward an
island, weathering stormy waters without getting thrown too
far off course.

Each person’s life journey and financial journey is unique, but
there are steps everyone can take to make themselves more
financially resilient so they are able to navigate that journey
more successfully:

KNOW YOUR MONEY
Understand what money you have coming in and what you
have going out to cover necessary expenses. That will help
determine the amount you should keep in savings to cover, say,
your health care deductible or a period of lost income. “The
uncool term for that is a budget,” Snader says. “But the cool
term for that is a cash-flow plan.”

HAVE A FINANCIAL PLAN
A clear financial plan helps you focus on your priorities and
how you really want to spend your money. It helps you break
down bigger goals into smaller, achievable steps. “A plan is like
a lighthouse beacon that you canbasically stay focusedon, that
shines through the storm and that you can move toward even
when the environment is unstable,” Jantz says.

CONSIDER A TWO-YEAR BUDGET
Look one year back or one year forward and
see what your financial situation is likely to be
on average over a two-year period. Jantz says,
“Businesses and organizations often use this
strategy to look at long-term patterns rather
than getting overwhelmed by short-term
disruptions.” Snader adds: “It forces clients
to take some perspective on an emergency
situation. . . That’s a big part of resilience:
knowing things will change. This emergency is
not an ‘always’ thing, whether it’s a pandemic or
health challenge or job loss.”

FINANCIAL RESILIENCE
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RETIREMENT STRATEGY
Create a safe floor of guaranteed assets or income that won’t lose value
regardless of the economy. The amount of that “safe money” will vary
depending on factors like age and employment, and can range anywhere from a
few months to a full year of income or more.

MANAGE DEBT
Controlling debt is a key to financial resilience, but the amount of reasonable
debt looks very different depending on whether you’re 24 or 74.

BUILD GOOD FINANCIAL HABITS
Make saving a habit by paying yourself first. Don’t take on debt that’s out of
proportion to your goals and don’t spend more than you earn. In fact, Snader
says, you should spend less. Living beneath your means can help you weather
many of life’s surprises and big transitions. “In the midst of a pandemic, we
really start to see the power of that basic good habit,” Snader says.

DON’T SKIP INSURANCE
“One of the cornerstones of financial resilience is avoiding knockout blows to
your financial picture,” Jantz says. Insurance can protect you from unexpected
financial challenges like those caused by poor health or loss of capacity to work.

GET ADVICE
Google can’t tell you everything you need to know about your unique financial
situation. The right financial consultant can be a partner in helping you figure
out your life goals, what’s meaningful and important to you, and how to put you
in a financial position to achieve them.

FEEL FREE TO GIVE
Some people want to be charitable, but often have nothing left to give after
they’re finished spending. If charitable giving is important to you, budget it like
any other expense. That way, you’re able to continue giving, even in hard times.

ONE OTHER BENEFIT OF GIVING
“Givers are happier people,” Snader says. “Hopefully that makes us more
resilient, too.”

Learn practical steps to increase your
financial resilience at any life stage.

FINANCIAL RESILIENCE
WEBINAR

Thursday, July 23, 2020
from 6:30 – 7:30 p.m.

Prepare now to better weather life’s
unexpected challenges and plan for
the future.

To register, visit everence.com/centralpenn,
email centralpenn@everence.com or call
800-653-9723.

Boost your
financial
resilience

Advisory services offered through Investment
Advisors, a division of ProEquities Inc., Registered
Investment Advisors. Securities offered through
ProEquities Inc., a registered broker-dealer,
member FINRA and SIPC. Investments and other
products are not NCUA or otherwise federally
insured, may involve loss of principal and have no
credit union guarantee.

Products and services offered through Everence
Trust Company and other Everence entities are
independent of and are not guaranteed or endorsed
by ProEquities, Inc., or its affiliates.

TIM JANTZ
EVERENCE FINANCIAL

CONSULTANT

MACKENZIE SNADER
EVERENCE FINANCIAL

CONSULTANT
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— LOCALLY DESIGNED AND MADE —

FAVORITES

World Finds upcycled
Fair Trade beaded necklace,

bracelet, and earrings.

Fall in love with this flamingo
serving tray.

Ayala Bar limited edition
works of jewelry art.Stow it away in this floral cache.

World Finds upcycled
Fair Trade scarf.

The perfect beach house gift to record
summer memories in this Guest Book.

Lancaster Made. Grab and Go
wristlet wallet by J Almodovar.

Nora Fleming summer fun.
Part napkin holder, part candy
dish, part anything you want!



202 N. DUKE ST. LANCASTER | 717.299.2232 OR 717.299.2233
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRESH NEW SHOPPING AT SHOPFESTOON.COM



Allmerchandiseinour
60,000sq.ft.storeisavailable

forimmediatepick-upor
scheduledelivery.

POWER LIFTED LIVE EDGE
STANDING DESK

SIT-OR-STAND
YOUR WORK STATION

FOR SUCCESS

10 Nathan Lane Annville, PA 17003
Rt 422 1 Mile West of Annville Square
(717) 867-5701 | CountryLaneFurniture.com

LocallyHandcraftedinSolidWood
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